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Abstract:

**Background:** Revision of the Task Force diagnostic criteria (TFC) for arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy/dysplasia (ARVC/D) has increased their sensitivity for diagnosis of early and familial forms of the disease. Epsilon wave (EW) is a major diagnostic criterion in the context of ARVC/D, which, however, remains not quantifiable and therefore may leave room for substantial subjective interpretation.

**Objective:** To assess interobserver agreement in regard to the EW definition, and EW importance for ARVC/D diagnosis.

**Methods:** ECG tracings depicting leads V1, V2 and V3 collected from subjects evaluated for ARVC/D (n=30) were given to panel members, who were asked to respond whether ECG patterns meet EW definition outlined by TFC. The prevalence and importance of EW for ARVC/D diagnosis was assessed in a pooled dataset of patients with definite ARVC/D from European and American ARVC/D registries (n=815).

**Results:** Number of ECG patterns identified as EW varied from 5 to 18 per reviewer (median 13). Unanimous agreement was reached for only 10 cases (33%), 2 of which qualified as EW and 8 as not EW by all panel members. From a pooled dataset, 106 patients reportedly had EW (13%). In 105 of 106 patients with EW (99%) exclusion of EW from the diagnostic score would not affect the "definite" diagnostic category.

**Conclusion:** Interobserver variability in assessment of EW is high, however the impact of EW on ARVC/D diagnosis is negligibly low. The results urge to extreme caution in assessment of EW presence, especially in patients who would not fulfil diagnostic criteria otherwise.
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### List of abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARVC/D</td>
<td>arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy/dysplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECG</td>
<td>electrocardiography/electrocardiogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW</td>
<td>epsilon wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISHNE</td>
<td>International Society for Holter and Noninvasive Electrocardiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAD</td>
<td>terminal activation duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFC</td>
<td>Task Force criteria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

Introduction of the revised diagnostic criteria for arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy/dysplasia (ARVC/D) in 2010 has reflected the molecular genetic and clinical progress made after the original criteria were introduced in 1994. In addition, to minimize subjectivity in imaging and tissue characterization, quantification of right ventricular imaging findings and morphometric analysis of histology preparations has improved the strictness of some of the major and minor diagnostic criteria that compose the 2010 revised Task Force Criteria (TFC). These improvements increase sensitivity in identification of early and familial forms of the disease.

Characteristic abnormalities of ventricular depolarization and repolarization are important components of the diagnostic criteria for ARVC/D. Establishment of the diagnosis of ARVC/D requires 2 major criteria, 1 major and 2 minor criteria, or 4 minor criteria. Because of this, for example, patients undergoing downstream testing for ARVC/D following diagnosis of ARVC/D in a first-degree relative to a patient with ARVC/D (a major criterion by Family history), will meet diagnostic criteria for ARVC/D if one additional major criterion is observed on subsequent diagnostic test. One of these major criteria is the presence of an epsilon wave. It is therefore important to be sure that epsilon waves, as assessed on a 12 lead ECG, can be diagnosed accurately. However, it is notable that the epsilon wave remains one of the few 2010 TFC criteria that is not quantifiable and therefore may leave room for subjective interpretation.

According to 2010 TFC, epsilon wave is defined as a “reproducible low-amplitude signal between end of QRS complex to onset of the T wave in the right precordial leads (V1 to V3)”\(^1\). This definition evolved from the originally described in 1977 by Guy Fontaine’s observation of “tiny signals ... that consistently occurred after the end of each QRS complex on the surface electrocardiogram”\(^2\) or as “a slur at the end of right precordial QRS complexes”\(^3\). Epsilon waves have also been described as low-amplitude electrical potentials that occur “at the end”\(^4\) of or “immediately after the QRS complex” in the right precordial leads\(^5\), “at the beginning of the ST
segment”\textsuperscript{10,11}, as “notches buried in the end of the QRS complex”\textsuperscript{12}, “constant or inconstant small afterdepolarizations in the transition of right precordial QRS complex and ST segment”\textsuperscript{13}, or “terminal deflection within or at the end of the QRS complexes”\textsuperscript{14}. Understandably, a number of publications do not provide any study-specific definition of epsilon wave but rather referring to the Task Force documents\textsuperscript{15,16}. Nevertheless, available publications suggest that there is a variation in epsilon-wave definition in regards to the appearance and exact location of the epsilon-potentials.

Increasing appreciation of the importance of ARVC/D as an important sudden death risk factor has led to explosive growth of ARVC/D-related research worldwide and highlighted the necessity of assessment whether epsilon waves are defined uniformly across different cohorts. The aim of the present Epsilon Wave Initiative by the International Society for Holter and Noninvasive Electrophysiology (ISHNE) undertaken by the writing group was (1) to assess interobserver agreement of the epsilon-wave identification and (2) assess the importance of epsilon wave for ARVC/D diagnosis in the national and international ARVC registries represented by the writing group members.

**Methods**

*Construction of dataset for ECG readings*

Thirty ECG tracings were collected from ARVC/D patients and family members screened for ARVC/D in the Nordic ARVC Registry\textsuperscript{17} (n=21) and high-resolution ECG examples available from the literature\textsuperscript{8,14,15,18} (n=9). Seven panel members (HC, WZ, DC, TW, RH, JS, KB) were asked to express their opinion in regard to each of the ECG examples and answer “Yes” or “No” the question whether the tracing would be considered as an epsilon wave based on the 2010 TFC definition. Only QRST-complexes from leads V\textsubscript{1}, V\textsubscript{2}, and V\textsubscript{3}, on which the current definition of epsilon wave is based, were provided to the panelists. Case report form contained additional statements aimed to assess interobserver agreement in the interpretation of the 2010 TFC
definition, for which panelists were asked to respond (1) whether low-amplitude signal is present after the end of QRS or within QRS borders and (2) whether the low-amplitude signal was present in leads V1, V2 and V3 or only in some, but not all leads (V1-V3).

**Evaluation of interobserver agreement in assessment of ECG patterns**

Upon receipt of the ECG readings, the results were processed by a panel member not involved in ECG reading process (PGP) in order to identify ECG patterns for which there was a consensus (i.e. all panelists making the same classification) or agreement (i.e. ≥6 ECG readers making the same classification) in regard to the ECG pattern assessment as either epsilon wave or not. Those ECG patterns, for which there was a diversity of opinions (i.e. ≤5 ECG readers agreeing on pattern classification), were assessed for possible causes of discrepancies based on the responses that concerned individual characteristics on the low-amplitude signal localization in relation to the end of the QRS complex and ECG leads. Results were reviewed during a face-to-face meeting of the panel members, during which ECG patterns were reviewed and attempt was made to reconcile difference in assessment of the ECG patterns.

After the reconciliation discussion, ECG reading was repeated on a modified ECG data set based on the same ECG examples rearranged in a random sequence. The second ECG reading was performed six months following the first one. The same definitions were used for assessment of agreement in regard to interpretation of the ECG patterns.

**Assessment of diagnostic value of epsilon-waves across ARVC registries**

The second ECG reading round was followed by an analysis of the importance of the epsilon wave in diagnosing ARVC/D by identifying the patients within these registries that met diagnostic criteria for definite ARVC/D. It was then determined for each of these patients that if the epsilon wave was deleted from TFC, whether this would result in the patient being reassigned to other diagnostic categories (i.e. borderline, possible or no ARVC/D).

Panel participants representing large ARVC/D registries who volunteered to participate in this
cross-sectional analysis (Johns Hopkins Registry - HC; North-American Registry - WZ; Swiss Registry- SA; Italian Registry – DC and Nordic Registry - JHS) were asked to share diagnostic information on subsets of patients with Definite ARV/C/D diagnosis and major depolarization criterion fulfilled, i.e. who had epsilon waves on surface ECG diagnosed in accordance with local practices. Substudy participants were also asked to provide a total number of ARVC/D patients with definite ARVC/D diagnosis in order to estimate the prevalence of epsilon wave among ARVC/D patients across different registries.

**Ethical considerations**

ECG tracings used in this study were collected as a part of the Nordic ARV/C/D Registry research protocol approved by the Regional Ethics Review board at Lund University, Sweden (approval #2010/568). Secondary analyses performed on the data from national ARVC/D registries have been compliant with the relevant national regulations and institutional review board approvals. The study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Results**

*Interobserver agreement in regard to the epsilon-wave assessment: 1st ECG reading*

**Consensus (all panel members in agreement)**

Of the 30 ECG examples, complete consensus between panel members was reached for 10 cases, 2 of which were unanimously identified as epsilon waves and 8 as not epsilon waves. Number of ECG patterns identified as epsilon waves by individual reviewers varied from 5 to 18 (median 13). Results of the ECG assessment are graphically illustrated in Figure 1.

**Agreement (at least 6 panel members in agreement)**

By applying less strict criteria for assessment of interobserver agreement (≥6 panel members being in agreement upon ECG pattern classification), general agreement was reached in regard
to 25 ECG patterns, 8 of which were identified as epsilon waves (Figure 2) and 17 as not (Figure 3).

The most common reason for disagreement was interpretation of the low amplitude deflection location in regard to the end of the QRS complex. In regard to the 8 ECG patterns generally agreed to represent epsilon waves, panelists who were not in agreement with the majority (n=4) did not consider the low amplitude deflection located after the end of QRS complex and commented that it was either not "distinct" or not "separated" from QRS complex. Notably, 7 of 8 ECG patterns recognized as epsilon waves had distinctly negative T-waves in all three leads V1-V3. The identities of panelists who had divergent opinion differed from case to case.

**Disagreement**

In 5 cases no agreement could be reached. For each of these cases (Figure 4) four panelists identified them as epsilon waves while three did not. The panelists who voted for and against recognizing ECG patterns as epsilon waves differed from case to case. Review of the case-specific assessments and comments aimed at identification of possible reasons for discrepancies showed that the single most important reason for it was difference in assessment of the low amplitude deflection location in relation to the end of QRS complex (Figure 5). In all 5 arguable cases those panelists who did not consider the pattern as epsilon wave, it was assessed as not located after QRS complex or "not clearly separated from QRS complex".

**Modification of epsilon wave definition and its impact on ECG assessment: 2nd ECG reading**

As a result of the outcome of our initial analysis reported above, the writing group members met to refine the definition for epsilon waves in hopes that the new revised epsilon wave definition may result in greater reproducibility in the assessment of epsilon waves. This revised definition explicitly defined epsilon wave as a low-amplitude deflection occurring after the end of QRS defined as the latest end of QRS complex seen in any of the leads V1, V2 or V3. Panelists were then asked to reassess the same set of ECG patterns in a randomly rearranged sequence using the
clarified definition of the QRS end as above. Five additional ECG cases were added into the dataset in random (but not considered for comparison of assessment results between the first and the second readings). In order to assess whether the assessment of epsilon-wave as an entity distinctly separated from the end of the QRS complex can be done similarly by different observers, the panelists were asked to comment whether they judge epsilon wave, if present, being separated from the QRS by an isoelectric interval.

The results of the second ECG reading revealed that consensus was reached for 14 cases, 4 of which were identified as epsilon waves and 10 as non-epsilon patterns. No agreement was reached for 5 of 30 ECG patterns. The number of ECG patterns identified as epsilon waves by individual reviewers, however, still varied greatly from 5 to 16 (median 11 per reviewer).

Of the 8 ECG patterns identified as epsilon waves in the 1st ECG reading, 5 were still identified as epsilon waves as by six or more panelists, while 3 became uncertain. Of 17 ECG cases identified as non-epsilon patterns in the 1st reading, only one became uncertain while 16 were still recognized as non-epsilon patterns. Panelists observed isoelectric interval between the end of QRS complex and epsilon wave in 36-100% of positively identified epsilon-waves (median per reviewer 71%).

Epsilon wave prevalence and contribution to ARVC diagnosis in registries worldwide

The total number of patients with definite ARVC/D by 2010 TFC reported by Johns Hopkins, Nordic, Swiss, Italian and North-American ARVC/D Registries was 815. Out of the total number of ARVC patients, 105 had an epsilon wave, which is the only major depolarization criterion. The overall prevalence of this ECG marker was 13% (ranging from a 1% to 25% among the registries examined, see Table 1 for details).

Exclusion of the depolarization criterion (both major and minor) from the diagnostic criteria for ARVC/D would result in 10 of the 105 patients loosing their definite ARVC diagnosis classification. However all of them would still fulfill minor depolarization criterion (Terminal
Activation Duration (TAD) ≥ 55 ms) and therefore 9 of the 10 would still have sufficient score to be diagnosed as definite ARVC/D patients. The only patient who would not be considered as definite ARVC/D if epsilon wave had to be reconsidered, one would still be classed as having borderline ARVC/D because of the presence of three minor criteria for imaging, family history and depolarization abnormality. In total, in 104 of 105 patients with definite ARVC/D (99%), the diagnostic category (i.e. “definite ARVC/D”) does not depend on the presence of the epsilon wave or the way it is judged by individual investigator (Figure 6).

Of the 104 patients who met ARVC/D diagnostic criteria independent on the presence of epsilon-wave, the vast majority fulfilled imaging (87% major and 6% minor), repolarization (73% major and 16% minor) or arrhythmia (44% major and 43% minor) criteria.

**Discussion**

**Main findings**

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to report interobserver variability of the epsilon-wave definition interpretation performed by principal investigators of large ARVC/D registries in Europe and North America. Our main finding is the surprisingly low agreement in regard to interpretation of epsilon waves based on review of ECG patterns depicting QRS-abnormalities in leads V₁, V₂ and V₃, which had not improved after case by case ECG review and an attempt to refine the definition of the QRS end, which appeared to be a key issue in assessment of epsilon wave presence. However, the importance of epsilon wave for diagnosis appears to be low as 99% of patients with positively identified epsilon waves in the large ARVC/D registries represented in our study do fulfill diagnostic criteria for definite ARVC/D even without epsilon wave and therefore do not need it for diagnosis. This observation indicates that the epsilon wave is usually a manifestation of advanced disease.

**Clinical implications of uncertainties in epsilon wave definition**
This Initiative undertaken by ISHNE was prompted by several factors. Interest to ARVC/D as a cause of sudden death, particularly in the young, is growing and cascade screening of family members to ARVC/D patients has become a widely spread clinical routine. Because of uncertainty in interpretation of genetic screening results in a large number of ARVC/D patients, genotyping results often cannot be used to rule out ARVC/D in a family member, which makes the results of clinical evaluation decisive for ARVC/D diagnosis. In this context, epsilon wave plays a particularly important role since its positive identification leads to establishing definite ARVC/D diagnosis using the 2010 TFC. An asymptomatic first-degree mutation-positive relative to a patient with ARVC/D can therefore be diagnosed with definite ARVC/D in the absence of imaging abnormalities and otherwise normal ECG if the attending physician interprets fractionation of the terminal part of the QRS-complex (such as in Figure 3) as fulfilling epsilon wave definition.

Having such a high impact on the ARVC/D diagnosis, epsilon wave remains a qualitative criterion without quantitative assessment, which leaves room for subjective interpretation. Variability in epsilon wave assessment may have not only therapeutic implications for individuals inappropriately diagnosed with ARVC/D, as exemplified above, but also have medico-legal consequences for insurance issues, professional career and sports participation.

**Epsilon wave: disease manifestation or a diagnostic criterion?**

Our findings demonstrate that interobserver agreement in regard to the epsilon wave identification is unacceptably low. Even though the epsilon wave is a well acknowledged manifestation of ARVC/D associated with the delayed propagation of ventricular depolarization in the right ventricle, it was originally described as an extremely delayed low-amplitude signal which is distinctly separated from the QRS complex, and observed in patients with advanced late stages of the disease. This phenomenon was nearly always accompanied by T-wave inversion in right precordial leads, ECG cases selected for the current study represent less obvious
examples of the depolarization abnormalities and illustrate the difficulties that may occur if epsilon wave is used for establishing ARVC/D diagnosis in patients with uncertain phenotype. The uncertainty with epsilon wave definition revealed in the first round of ECG reading could not be avoided by an attempt to specify terminology used in the definition of epsilon wave location in regard to the end of the QRS complex. Our results suggest that, using its current definition, the epsilon wave may represent a caveat when used as a diagnostic criterion and may lead to overdiagnosing ARVC/D in patients, who do not fulfill diagnostic criteria for ARVC/D otherwise.

**Association with other ECG abnormalities**

It is possible that other clinical characteristics may be useful in establishing the presence of the epsilon wave, such as their association with T-wave inversions in the same leads or positive ventricular late potentials. While the later remains to be proven in larger patient cohorts, common coexistence of epsilon waves with T-wave inversions have been observed repeatedly, is noted in the majority of ECG-patterns classified as epsilon waves in our study, and reported in 89% of patients with epsilon waves in the pooled registry dataset.

Being a late manifestation of the disease, appearance of the epsilon wave is preceded by localized prolongation of QRS complex in the right precordial leads, which has been defined as prolonged TAD, which according to the 2010 TFC document fulfills a minor diagnostic criterion when it is equal or exceeds 55 ms. Figure 7 represents an example of longitudinal changes in the appearance of the ventricular depolarization abnormality over the ten years period. In the pooled registry dataset, all 105 patients with definite ARVC/D and positively identified epsilon wave also fulfilled the prolonged TAD-criterion. The writing group therefore suggests that depolarization abnormalities in the right precordial leads should not be interpreted as an epsilon wave if TAD ≥55ms is not fulfilled.
Even though interobserver agreement in epsilon wave definition demonstrated in our study was low, pooled registry data analysis suggests that appearance of epsilon wave as an isolated finding without other clinical features suggestive of ARVC/D is highly unlikely.

**Conclusion**

Interobserver variability in assessment of epsilon wave performed by principal investigators of several large international ARVC/D registries is high. However the relative impact of epsilon wave on the diagnosis in ARVC/D patients represented in the participating registries is negligibly low as patients are unlikely to express epsilon wave as an isolated finding and in the vast majority of patients it is accompanied by other clinical manifestations that are sufficient for a definite ARVC/D diagnosis.

The results of our survey question the value of epsilon wave for ARVC/D diagnosis and urge to extreme caution in assessment of the epsilon wave presence, especially in patients or individuals undergoing presymptomatic screening who would not fulfill diagnostic criteria otherwise. An isolated epsilon wave should therefore not be considered as a major criterion in cases when the only other finding is positive family history for ARVC/D.
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Clinical Perspectives

Being a major diagnostic criterion in the context of arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy/dysplasia (ARVC/D), epsilon wave has great impact on the diagnostic score, which can be pivotal in patients with minimal clinical manifestations of the disease or family members undergoing screening for ARVC/D. However, it remains not quantifiable and therefore may leave room for substantial subjective interpretation. The results of our study demonstrate that even among ARVC/D experts, that there is unacceptably high interobserver variability in the interpretation of whether an epsilon wave is present or absent. The results of this study also showed that presence or absence of an epsilon wave has little impact on diagnosis of ARVC/D in experienced centers. This reflects the fact that epsilon waves, when present, are late manifestations of the disease. As a result, the diagnosis of ARVC/D in these individuals can be determined based on other 2010 Task Force criteria. ARVC/D patients are very unlikely to express an epsilon wave as an isolated finding and as noted above when present is accompanied by other clinical manifestations that are sufficient for a definite ARVC/D diagnosis. Our findings urge extreme caution in interpretation of ECG patterns in individuals assessed for ARVC/D and suggest that an isolated epsilon wave should not be a major criterion in cases when the only other finding is family history. Implementation of our study findings in clinical practice is likely to improve accuracy of ARVC/D diagnostics using the revised 2010 Task Force criteria and reduce the risk of inappropriate ARVC/D diagnosis.
Figure legends

Figure 1: ECG reading results by individual panel members (R1-R7). Each line corresponds to one ECG pattern. Shadowed cells indicate the pattern being recognized as epsilon wave by individual panel member. The line at the bottom indicates the total number of ECG patterns recognized as epsilon waves per reviewer.

Figure 2: ECG patterns classified as epsilon waves by all (panels A and B) or majority (at least 6) reviewers (panels C and D)

Figure 3: ECG patterns unanimously considered as not fulfilling epsilon wave definition

Figure 4: ECG patterns for which no agreement could be reached, i.e. they were recognized as epsilon waves by 4 of 7 panelists

Figure 5: Similar ECG patterns with a notch after the end of QRS complex in lead V1 that have been judged differently depending on the notch location in regard to the global end of QRS complex estimated from available right precordial leads. Numbers under the ECG tracings indicate the number of panelists who positively identified the ECG patterns as epsilon waves

Figure 6: Assessment of epsilon wave importance for ARVC/D diagnosis from the pooled dataset of 105 ARVC/D patients with epsilon waves out of 815 definite ARVC/D patients from five large ARVC/D registries (see Table 1 for details). Exclusion of the major and minor depolarization criteria from the diagnostic score would not affect definite diagnostic category in 95 patients (90%). Of the 10 patients who would loose their definite ARVC/D diagnostic category, nine still have TAD-criterion positive and therefore would still fulfill diagnostic criteria for ARVC/D. In total, only one of 105 patients with epsilon-waves had ARVC/D diagnosis dependent on the epsilon-wave presence.

Figure 7: Progression of ventricular depolarization abnormality in a patient with ARVC/D over ten years follow-up. It is first seen as a fractionation of the terminal part of QRS-complex with prolonged TAD (1989) but ten years later appears as a very distinct
epsilon-wave observed in all chest leads with particularly high amplitude in leads V₁-V₃.

(Courtesy of Anneli Svensson)
Table 1: Epsilon wave prevalence among patients with definite ARVC/D in the European/American registries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Definite ARVC/D by TF2010</th>
<th>Patients with epsilon wave present</th>
<th>Prevalence of epsilon wave</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordic</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swiss</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North-American</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>815</strong></td>
<td><strong>105</strong></td>
<td><strong>13%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1
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Diagnostic classification after exclusion of depolarization criteria from the diagnostic score:

- Definite ARVC/D
- Borderline ARVC/D
- Not ARVC/D
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